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Characterisation of Radiation Damage by Transmission Electron MicroscopyTaylor & Francis, 2000

	Characterization of Radiation Damage by Transmission Electron Microscopy details the electron microscopy methods used to investigate complex and fine-scale microstructures, such as those produced by fast-particle irradiation of metals or ion implantation of semiconductors. The book focuses on the methods used to characterize small...
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Essentials of Computational Chemistry: Theories and ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Essentials of Computational Chemistry provides a balanced introduction to this dynamic subject.  Suitable for both experimentalists and theorists, a wide range of samples and applications are included drawn from all key areas.  The book carefully leads the reader thorough the necessary equations providing information explanations...
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Apache Solr PHP IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2013

	For PHP developers who need to integrate a search facility into their applications, this guide is your passport to success. It takes you step by step through the great features of Apache Solr and how to implement them.


	Overview

	
		Understand the tools that can be used to communicate between PHP and Solr, and...
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Control of Welding Distortion in Thin-Plate Fabrication: Design Support Exploiting Computational Simulation (Series in Welding and Other Joining Technologies)Woodhead Publishing, 2014

	The intense temperature fields caused by heat sources in welding frequently lead to distortions and residual stresses in the finished product. Welding distortion is a particular problem in fabricating thin plate structures such as ships. Based on pioneering research by the authors, Control of Welding Distortion in Thin-Plate...
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Mesos in ActionManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Mesos in Action introduces readers to the Apache Mesos cluster manager and the concept of application-centric infrastructure. Filled with helpful figures and hands-on instructions, this book guides you from your first steps creating a highly-available Mesos cluster through deploying applications in...
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Co-evolution of Intelligent Socio-technical Systems: Modelling and Applications in Large Scale Emergency and Transport Domains (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2013

	As the interconnectivity between humans through technical devices is becoming ubiquitous, the next step is already in the making: ambient intelligence, i.e. smart (technical) environments, which will eventually play the same active role in communication as the human players, leading to a co-evolution in all domains where real-time...
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The SparkFun Guide to Processing: Create Interactive Art with CodeNo Starch Press, 2015

	Processing is a free, beginner-friendly programming language designed to help non-programmers create interactive art with code.

	

	The SparkFun Guide to Processing, the first in the SparkFun Electronics series, will show you how to craft digital artwork and even combine that artwork with hardware so that it reacts to the...
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The C++ Programming Language: Special Edition (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2000

	
		More than three-quarters of a million programmers have benefited from this book in all of its editions

	
		 

	Written by Bjarne Stroustrup, the creator of C++, this is the world's most trusted and widely read book on C++.
	
		 
...
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Implementing Deeper Learning and 21st Century Education Reforms: Building an Education Renaissance After a Global PandemicSpringer, 2020

	
		This open access book is a comparative analysis of recent large scale education reforms that broadened curriculum goals to better prepare students for the 21st century. The book examines what governments actually do when they broaden curriculum goals, with attention to the details of implementation. To this end, the book examines...
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Developing Large Web Applications: Producing Code That Can Grow and ThriveYahoo Press, 2010

	
		How do you create a mission-critical site that provides exceptional performance while remaining flexible, adaptable, and reliable 24/7? Written by the manager of a UI group at Yahoo!, Developing Large Web Applications offers practical steps for building rock-solid applications that remain effective even as you add features,...
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Security and Privacy in Mobile Information and Communication SystemsSpringer, 2011

	MobiSec was the second ICST conference on security and privacy for mobile information and communication systems. It was held in front of the beautiful historic backdrop of Catania, the Sicilian town with marvelous views of Mt. Etna. The never fully dormant volcano provided appropriate scenery, metaphorically relating to the security threats...
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The Innovation Handbook: How to Profit from Your Ideas, Intellectual Property and Market KnowledgeKogan Page, 2010

	
		

		Unique features, distinctive capabilities and exclusive know-how are the surest way to stay ahead of the market for any length of time. But the way these points of difference are created and commercialized is changing. The difficulty for most organizations is not in generating ideas, but in pursuing the right one at the...
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